Hello. I do hope someone will actually read this. I know that 5g has not been properly tested and they are being put up on stoplights, etc and an enormous surge of installation whilst we have been sheltering in place which is very disturbing. The affects on human body besides causing cancer also destroys many red blood cells which carry oxygen throughout the body. I find it is not a coincidence that covid19 has been found through scientific independent studies of covid19 patients that hypoxia oxygen starvation of organs plays a large part in this illness. Also trees and wildlife show disturbing slow death even around 4g towers.

It is also a major concern that the telecom behemoths are navigating our government. I urge more testing and restrictions placed for the sake of our people around the globe and continuing survival of our planet and its species.

Thank you if there are any updates please keep me posted

Deborah Van Stone Stapleton
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